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The unresolved conflicts from Georgia, the Republic of
Moldova and Ukraine. A common EaP and EU vision for

reconciliation and confidence-building across the region

The project aims at developing best practices and
policy advice for reconciliation and confidence-
building among countries, communities and civil
societies divided by conflicts in the EaP region.

Together with our partners, Promo-LEX (Republic of
Moldova), EI LAT (Georgia), UIIP (Ukraine), we aim to
make a substantial contribution to the creation and
consolidation of a body of experts to objectively
analyze conflicts and unresolved territories in the
Republic of Moldova, Georgia and Ukraine.
Furthermore, representatives of civil society from
Armenia and Azerbaijan will participate, as observers,
so that the project’s final results will contribute to the
expansion of conflict resolution studies.

The platform thus created will bring together an
international network of researchers and CSO activists
from Eastern Partnership and European Union
countries, which will cooperate in addressing topics
that will cover various aspects of these conflicts,
aiming to develop best practices and policy advice for
reconciliation and confidence-building across the
region.

Our project aims to analyze the territorial conflicts in
the Republic of Moldova, Georgia and Ukraine,
highlighting how these affect the whole regional
security.
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Employees of so-called Transnistrian structures
who make trips across the borders of the Republic of
Moldova for ostensibly service activities must
receive authorization from Chisinau authorities
beginning August 1.
 
"We confirm the implementation, starting on August
1, 2022, of the notification-allowing mechanism for
crossing the state border of the Republic of Moldova,
including when passing through the Chisinau
International Airport," states a response from the
Bureau of Reintegration Policy .
 
Those responsible for state reintegration stated that
the mechanism is provisional and implemented by
the competent authorities of the Republic of
Moldova.
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"This only concerns persons with positions of responsibility
from the so-called structures in the Transnistrian region,
who travel abroad for alleged service purposes. Through
this mechanism, the monitoring and accountability of the
targeted subjects will be ensured for reasons of security
and legality", stated the cited source.
 
Tiraspol qualified this kind of actions as "pressure on the
alleged citizens of the region, preventing their free
movement".
 
The region’s head of diplomacy, Vitaly Ignatiev, said he
had reached out to Chisinau to discuss the new law but
received no response.
 
However, officials from Chisinau have informed the
Reintegration Policy Bureau had not received any note of
protest from Tirasopol.
 
Chisinau’s decision comes against the background of
recent statements from Tiraspol demanding
independence for the separatist region and voicing a
desire to join Russia.

https://balkaninsight.com/2022/08/12/moldova-bans-work-trips-by-officials-from-breakaway-transnistria/
https://balkaninsight.com/2022/08/12/moldova-bans-work-trips-by-officials-from-breakaway-transnistria/
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President Volodymyr Zelenskyy signed a decree
establishing an Advisory Council on the de-occupation
and reintegration of the temporarily occupied territories
of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea and the city of
Sevastopol as an advisory body under the President of
Ukraine. This is stated in Presidential Decree No. 579 of
August 15.
 
The Advisory Council was established in order to
facilitate the coordination of measures on the de-
occupation, reintegration and restoration of the
territorial integrity of Ukraine, protection of the rights
and interests of citizens of Ukraine, overcoming the
consequences and compensation for damage caused to the
state of Ukraine, its citizens and legal entities in
connection with the armed aggression and temporary
occupation by the Russian Federation of part of the
territory of Ukraine, as well as projects and activities
within the framework of the Crimean Platform.
 
The occupation of Crimea, like the pseudo-referendum, is
not recognized by Ukraine and the majority of foreign
countries, the UN General Assembly, the PACE, the OSCE
PA, and also contradicts the decision of the Venice
Commission.
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The Institute for Development of Freedom of Information
(IDFI) published a study on 1 September regarding
applications for Georgian citizenship from 2018-2022
which found that 72% of those who received citizenship in
that period were Russian citizens.
 
In the first 7 months of 2022, Georgian citizenship was
granted to 723 Russians. Meanwhile, in 2021, a total of
1,342 Russians were granted citizenship, while in 2020 it
was 629 due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and 1,219 in 2019.
 
The study emphasized that “the desire of Russian citizens
to obtain Georgian citizenship is expected to increase, even
more, taking into account the situation created after
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on February 24, 2022
(expected long-term sanctions, persecution of people with
different views, etc.).”
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https://www.ukrinform.ua/rubric-crimea/3550975-prezident-stvoriv-konsultativnu-radu-z-pitan-deokupacii-ta-reintegracii-krimu.html
https://www.ukrinform.ua/rubric-crimea/3550975-prezident-stvoriv-konsultativnu-radu-z-pitan-deokupacii-ta-reintegracii-krimu.html
https://civil.ge/archives/506971
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According to the agreed agenda, on August 16, 2022,
the working meeting of political representatives in
the negotiation process for the Transnistrian
regulation was organized online.
 
The agenda of the discussions included the
dynamics of the meetings and the activities carried
out in the sectoral working groups that convened in
10 meetings this year, and it was agreed that in the
near future experts from the field of
telecommunications, education, health care,
agriculture would be brought together in new
meetings.
 
The main negotiator from Chisinau highlighted the
need for the resumption of the educational process
in Romanian-language schools under favorable
conditions, the exclusion of deadlines and
inadmissible preconditions for ensuring
uninterrupted access to agricultural lands in the
Dubăsari district, the elimination of unjustified
obstacles to free movement in /from the
Transnistrian region for all categories of citizens,
without managing lists of undesirable persons from
Tiraspol, rational use of water resources from the
Dniester river, avoiding giving exaggerated political
connotations to technical issues.
 
The political representative from Tiraspol brought
back to the discussion the alleged difficulties
encountered in the banking sphere and showed
himself disturbed by the mechanism put in place 

from August 1st regarding the completion of the
procedure of notification-allowing the crossing of
the state border of the Republic of Moldova of
persons with positions of responsibility from the
region that carries out business trips.
 
For his part, the political representative from
Chisinau recalled the need to comply with the rigors
prescribed by the national legislation in force and in
the provisions of the Commission for Exceptional
Situations, to depoliticize the activity aimed at the
activity of law enforcement bodies, to ensure the
implementation in good faith of previously assumed
commitments, to raise awareness the complex
regional situation and the current risks, ensuring a
plenary free movement in the region and similar to
the approaches shown by the competent authorities
of the Republic of Moldova in relation to the
inhabitants of the Transnistrian region of the
country, avoiding scenarios of escalation and
tension of the situation.
 
The main negotiators agreed that they will continue
to maintain an active dialogue focused on solving
existing problems in the interest of citizens on both
banks of the Dniester.
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August 30 is the International Day of the Missing
People. In Abkhazia, this day has been officially marked
since 2010, the "Abkhazia-Inform" reports.
 
Boris Kazanba, a deputy head of the ICRC's mission in
Abkhazia, has explained that over 2200 people are
regarded missing in the Georgian-Abkhaz war. "Of
these, the remains of more than 200 people were
identified. The remains of 44 of them were handed over to
families in Abkhazia; the work to search for the remains
continues," the "Apsnypress" has quoted Mr Kazanba as
saying.
 
The identification work is being carried out in
cooperation with Georgia, Guli Kichba, the head of the
movement "Mothers of Abkhazia for Peace and Justice",
which unites relatives of those missing, told the
"Caucasian Knot" correspondent. "Georgian soldiers are
also lying here. May they be buried in their homeland,"
Ms Kichba has stated.

 

While earlier Abkhazia had to completely rely on foreign
assistance, now the republic possesses both a laboratory
and specialists who have undergone the necessary
training, she has noted. The main difficulties with the
search are that the burial maps are in Georgian hands;
and they share them slowly and reluctantly, Guli Kichba
has summed up.
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OSCE Group of Friends Reaffirms Support to GeorgiaOSCE Group of Friends Reaffirms Support to GeorgiaOSCE Group of Friends Reaffirms Support to Georgia
The Group of Friends of Georgia to the OSCE
Permanent Council, including Bulgaria, Canada, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Iceland, Ireland,
Latvia, Lithuania, Norway, Poland, Romania, Slovakia,
Sweden, Ukraine, the United Kingdom, and the United
States of America released a statement on 2 September
in reference to the 14th Anniversary of the 2008 August
War which reaffirmed their full support to Georgia’s
sovereignty and territorial integrity.

The GoF statement emphasized that fourteen years since
Russia’s invasion of Georgia, they “remain deeply
concerned over the continued occupation of parts of the
territory of Georgia and underline the need for the
peaceful resolution of the conflict based on full respect
for international law and commitments, including the
UN Charter and the Helsinki Final Act.”

 

The statement condemned Russia’s aggression against
Georgia in 2008 and expressed “deep concern” over
Russia’s military exercises and continued military
presence in Georgia’s occupied Abkhazia and
Tskhinvali/South Ossetia regions. In that context, they
also condemned Russia’s ongoing war of aggression
against Ukraine.

 
READ THE STATEMENT HERE

https://www.eng.kavkaz-uzel.eu/articles/61174/
https://www.eng.kavkaz-uzel.eu/articles/61174/
https://www.norway.no/en/missions/osce/norway-and-the-osce/statements/norwegian-statements-2022/joint-statement-of-the-group-of-friends-of-georgia/
https://osce.usmission.gov/joint-statement-of-the-group-of-friends-of-georgia-4/
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On September 13th, Head of the Office of the
President of Ukraine Andriy Yermak and the 12th
Secretary General of NATO Anders Fogh Rasmussen
present the recommendations on security guarantees
for Ukraine, developed pursuant to the instructions
of President Volodymyr Zelenskyy.
 
An expert group working on the development of the
recommendations included specialists from all over
the democratic world, in particular former prime
ministers, ministers, as well as high-ranking officials
and scientists.
 
The recommendations contain a call for the creation
of the Kyiv Security Treaty – a joint document on
strategic partnership that unites Ukraine and the
guarantor states.

The recommendations call for a multi-layered
strategy for guarantees. A core group of partners
would make explicit pledges to back Ukraine's armed
forces, while a larger group would give non-military
assurances based on sanctions procedures.

"Today we are presenting the result of the work
unprecedented in modern history, just as the act of
full-scale aggression by a nuclear power and a
member of the UN Security Council against a
sovereign European state is unprecedented. With the
help of allies, Ukraine is successfully resisting this
onslaught. However, it should be noted that decisions
often had to be made ad hoc, and the development of
mechanisms for this assistance required a lot of time,
which is always lacking in war and which is bought
with pain, blood and lives," said Andriy Yermak,
speaking at the presentation of recommendations.
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The Head of the President's Office stressed that the
Ukrainians foiled the aggressor's plans and defended
their country, and the occupied lands will certainly
be returned. At the same time, it is necessary to
ensure that Ukraine is fully secured in the future.
 
Former NATO Secretary General and Prime Minister
of Denmark Anders Fogh Rasmussen noted that
Ukraine's victory in this war is an immediate priority.
 
"Just now Ukrainians are demonstrating on the
frontline that, with the necessary resources, they can
defeat Russia on the battlefield. Ukrainians
demonstrate the will to fight, and the democratic world
must continue to provide them with the means to fight.
When this war is over, we must ensure that Russia can
never invade Ukraine again. The best way to do this is
for Ukraine to have a significant military force
capable of resisting any future Russian attack," he
emphasized.
 
 
The full set of recommendations are available here.

https://www.president.gov.ua/en/news/andrij-yermak-ta-anders-fog-rasmussen-prezentuyut-rekomendac-77729
https://www.president.gov.ua/storage/j-files-storage/01/15/89/41fd0ec2d72259a561313370cee1be6e_1663050954.pdf
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On September 14, 2022, bilateral political consultations
between the Ministries of Foreign Affairs of Georgia
and Romania were held in Tbilisi. From the Georgian
side, the consultations were led by Deputy Minister
Teimuraz Janjalia, from the Romanian side - State
Secretary Iulian Fota.
 
During the meeting, the parties emphasized the
traditionally friendly relations between the two
countries, which are developing dynamically. The
Deputy Minister expressed his gratitude for Romania's
unwavering support of Georgia's European and Euro-
Atlantic integration, territorial integrity and
sovereignty of the country, which is given even more
importance considering the current events in the
region. Romania's exceptionally high contribution to
the EU observation mission, as well as the political and
practical support provided in the process of
implementing the essential NATO-Georgia package
were noted.
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Attention was focused on the priority of signing a joint
declaration on strategic partnership between Georgia
and Romania, which will raise the existing cooperation
between the two countries to an even higher level.

Emphasis was placed on active trade and economic
relations and the need to fully utilize the potential of the
Black Sea, including in the direction of transport and
energy. Strengthening mutually beneficial cooperation
in the context of connectivity, taking into account the
existing geopolitical challenges, is a common strategic
priority of the two countries. Attention was focused on
the restoration of ferry traffic between the ports of
Georgia and Romania and the implementation of joint
projects, which is important both in terms of deepening
bilateral relations and promoting direct traffic with the
European Union. 
 
The Secretary of State once again confirmed his
unwavering support for the territorial integrity and
sovereignty of our country, the process of European and
Euro-Atlantic integration. It was noted that Romania will
continue to consistently promote Georgia's priorities.
 
During the consultations, the parties exchanged
information on successful cooperation within
international organizations.

The parties agreed to continue regular dialogue and
communication for further deepening of bilateral and
regional cooperation.
 

 

https://mfa.gov.ge/News/saqartvelosa-da-ruminetis-sagareo-ucyebebs-shoris.aspx?CatID=5&fbclid=IwAR1gpDcNEAxbCqzdDUcLxtJ0rCNbj8jQOM5D4X1X-puWDvxsVnpmFaE_6-8
https://mfa.gov.ge/News/saqartvelosa-da-ruminetis-sagareo-ucyebebs-shoris.aspx?CatID=5&fbclid=IwAR1gpDcNEAxbCqzdDUcLxtJ0rCNbj8jQOM5D4X1X-puWDvxsVnpmFaE_6-8


Guests from the US, UK, Germany, Poland and Latvia
discussed security in the region and the reconstruction of
Ukraine.
 
Almost exactly 200 days after the start of Russia's total war,
influential diplomats, politicians, economists and political
scientists from the world gathered in Kyiv for a discreet and
very well-guarded event, g4media reports, the Ukrainian
publication Kyiv Independent reports. The Yalta European
Strategy (YES) conference took place in the basement of a Kiev
hotel and was announced only a few days after it ended, for
security reasons, writes G4Media.ro.
 
During the 17th annual Yalta European Strategy (YES)
conference, which took place on September 9-10, the
Ukrainian leadership stated that Ukraine will not accept any
territorial concessions, and achieving peace can only be
possible through the victory of Kiev on the battlefield.
 
Ukraine's swift counter-offensive in the Kharkiv region, which
took place at the same time as the conference, made the
message all the more powerful.
 
Originally held in Yalta, in Crimea, occupied by Russia since
2014, the YES conference, organized by oligarch Victor
Pinciuk, has been the most prestigious political gathering in
Ukraine since 2004.
 

Kiev Secretly Hosted AKiev Secretly Hosted AKiev Secretly Hosted A
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The event, prepared in secret because of potential
Russian attacks on the capital, included a number of
high-profile speakers, from former Google CEO Eric
Schmidt to historian Timothy Snyder, former Polish
president Aleksander Kwasniewski and former
supreme commander allies in Europe Wesley Clark.
 
US National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan and Under
Secretary of State for Political Affairs Victoria Nuland
joined the online conference call.
 
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy was the first to take
the stage on September 9.
 
Accompanied by Polish Prime Minister Mateusz
Morawiecki and Latvian President Egils Levits,
Zelensky said there were "three fundamental conditions
to achieve peace - arms, ammunition, finance", adding
that "support for Ukraine in the war must be
maintained".
 
Morawiecki echoed Zelensky's statement, saying it was
in Europe's interest to support Ukraine and help Kiev
win the war.
 
"Ukraine is fighting for your freedom and ours,"
Morawiecki said. "This must be understood by our
Italian friends and our German, French and other
partners. They are of a slightly different opinion from
ours."
 
German Foreign Minister Annalena Baerbock, who
took the stage alongside Kuleba, said Europe must be
united in its support for Ukraine. "We can win this war,"
Baerbock said. Later, the minister promised Ukraine
more anti-aircraft defense systems and demining
equipment.
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The foreign ministers of Romania, the Republic of
Moldova and Ukraine - Bogdan Aurescu, Nicu Popescu
and Dmitro Kuleba - launched, on September 15, in
Odesa, a port city on the Black Sea, the trilateral
Romania - Republic of Moldova - Ukraine at the level
of the ministers of foreign affairs of the three
countries. The announcement was made by the head of
Romanian diplomacy, Bogdan Aurescu, in a post on
Twitter.

"In the context in which Ukraine and the Republic of
Moldova are deeply affected by the impact of the war,
we reiterated today, in Odessa, Romania's readiness to
support its neighbours and to address the problems
related to the energy field. The Energy ministers were
next to us and we discussed a trilateral collaboration in
the energy field," the head of the Romanian diplomacy
wrote on the social media platform.
 
He added that this trilateral format must bring
solutions for the Republic of Moldova and Ukraine.
 
"Romania continues to show solidarity with the
Government and people of Ukraine, welcoming the most
vulnerable in the country, increasing the transit of
cereals and making efforts to hold Russia accountable,"
Minister Aurescu also wrote.
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The launch of this trilateral format aims to strengthen
cooperation between the three neighboring states,
both in the current context marked by Russia's illegal,
unprovoked and unjustified aggression against
Ukraine and the multidimensional crises affecting
Ukraine and the Republic of Moldova, as well as in the
perspective of establishing a mechanism for long-
term dialogue and coordination, including Romania's
active support of the authorities in Chisinau and Kyiv
in order to implement the necessary reforms in the
European integration process.
 
At the end of the meeting, the three foreign ministers
adopted a joint statement in which they "condemned in
the strongest possible terms Russia's continued
aggression against Ukraine, against its sovereignty and
territorial integrity; pledged to join diplomatic efforts
to support the Government of Ukraine and the
Ukrainian people in their heroic struggle to liberate the
Ukrainian territories occupied by Russia and to restore
security and stability in the region; they reiterated
their desire to work together to support the European
integration process of Ukraine and the Republic of
Moldova".

 

https://www.caleaeuropeana.ro/a-fost-lansata-la-odesa-trilaterala-romania-republica-moldova-ucraina-la-nivelul-ministrilor-de-externe-bucurestiul-va-sprijini-chisinaul-si-kievul-in-reformele-de-integrare-europeana/?fbclid=IwAR1IHBR2532_Wg9xUrHUmsxZ66Y7C44y1r5p_RPRRgSvN99AHWvysCfDN6k
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Russia should pay reparations to rebuild Ukraine, Liz
Truss has suggested.
 
Before a speech to the United Nation general
assembly Truss said Russia might have to pay to
reconstruct Ukraine if It withdrew or was defeated.
 
The prime minister is determined to show fellow
leaders that she is as committed to backing Ukraine
as Boris Johnson was.
Asked whether or not in the longer term she could
see any path back into the fold for Vladimir Putin,
Truss said: "Russia needs to leave Ukraine and we
need to make sure that there is proper recompense for
what has happened in Ukraine - and we need to make
sure Russia is never again ablet to threaten countries
on its border."
 
In her speech Truss warned the nations should "no
longer be strategically dependent on those who seek to
weaponise the global economy".
 
The Times reported in August tha Truss was
considering using a reopened integrated review to
elevate China to a similar status as Russia, which is
defined in the review as an "acute threat".
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Romania filed with the European Court of Human Rights
(ECtHR) on Friday, September 16, 2022, the application
of our country to intervene in favour of Ukraine, in the
case brought by this state against the Russian Federation
at the Court on February 28, 2022. Case no 11055/22,
which is at an early stage before the ECtHR, concerns
serious human rights violations committed en masse by
the Russian Federation in the context of the military
aggression carried out on the territory of Ukraine since
February 24, 2022.

This intervention by Romania takes place within the
framework of the country's efforts to support Ukraine,
as a result of the illegal war of aggression unleashed by
the Russian Federation against this state, including
through instruments of international law. Romania thus
aims to convey a principled message, in the spirit of its
actions as a traditional promoter of international justice.
Romania's action to intervene in this case was initiated
at the request of the Ukrainian side, transmitted after the
submission by Ukraine to the ECtHR of the full
application on June 23, 2022, followed by the ECtHR
communication of June 28, 2022. 

The MFA recalls that Romania has shown its support for
Ukraine in the field of international justice also by
initiating, on March 2, 2022, together with 39 other
states, the proceedings before the International Criminal
Court, as well as by the Statement of Intervention in the
case pending before the International Court of Justice in
the case concerning "Charges of genocide under the
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the
Crime of Genocide (Ukraine v. Russia)", transmitted to
the ICJ on September 13, 2022.

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/russia-should-foot-the-bill-for-destruction-in-ukraine-dddmt32gd
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/russia-should-foot-the-bill-for-destruction-in-ukraine-dddmt32gd
https://www.mae.ro/en/node/59633


Belarus’s LukashenkoBelarus’s LukashenkoBelarus’s Lukashenko
Visits AbkhaziaVisits AbkhaziaVisits Abkhazia
The surprise trip comes amid a period of geopolitical
turmoil in the region, as Russia is getting set to annex
several parts of Ukraine.
 
Belarus President Aleksandr Lukashenko has visited
Abkhazia, his first trip as president to the Georgian
breakaway territory. 
 
Lukashenko visited on September 28, meeting with
de facto leader Aslan Bzhania and other senior
officials. On his way to Abkhazia the Belarusian
leader stopped in nearby Sochi, Russia, meeting with
his Russian counterpart and ally Vladimir Putin. And
in his public remarks in Sukhumi the Belarusian
leader suggested that changes may be afoot in both
Moscow and Minsk’s relations with Sukhumi.
 
The Abkhaz separatist leader expressed his belief
that Lukashenko's visit will give new impetus to
relations and added: "We will certainly make it like
the good Soviet times". "Nostalgia is always with us",
answered Lukashenko, who remembered that the last
time he was in Abkhazia was 25 years ago, when he
was a deputy.
 
Hours after Lukashenko’s visit became public, the
Georgian ministry summoned the Belarusian
ambassador to Tbilisi, Anatol Lis, to protest
Lukashenko’s visit to “occupied Abkhazia” and his
meeting with “representatives of the occupation
regime.”
 
Calling the visit a violation of Georgia’s territorial
integrity, the foreign ministry said Lukashenko’s visit
legitimised Russia’s annexation and occupation of
Georgia.
 
The ministry asserted that Lukashenko’s trip violates
Georgia’s border and “blatantly infringes the
fundamental principles and norms of international
law.” It thus urged Belarus “to respect the
sovereignty and territorial integrity” and not to take
counterproductive actions.
 

EU denouncesEU denouncesEU denounces
Lukashenko's visit toLukashenko's visit toLukashenko's visit to
AbkhaziaAbkhaziaAbkhazia
European Commission spokesperson Peter Stano
commented on Belarusian President Alexander
Lukashenko’s visit to the Georgian breakaway region
of Abkhazia, saying the EU strongly condemns the
visit.

“Apart from the fact that Lukashenko lacks any
legitimacy to act as a head of State, this visit was
undertaken without the consent of the government of
Georgia, which is the only legitimate authority over the
region of Abkhazia,” he said.

Peter Stano stressed the visit violates Georgia’s
sovereignty and territorial integrity and is a “blatant
violation of international law”.
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To RussiaTo RussiaTo Russia
President Vladimir Putin has officially announced the
illegal annexation of four regions of Ukraine, seven
months after Moscow invaded the neighboring
country.
 
Speaking at an event at the Kremlin, Putin announced
the incorporation of the four Russian-occupied regions
— Donetsk, Kherson, Luhansk and Zaporizhzhia, in
what represents the largest territorial annexation in
Europe since Adolf Hitler, as well as the most
significant escalation of the war of aggression
launched by the Russian Federation in Ukraine. In the
loud applause of those present in the hall when he
proclaimed that "We need Russia!", the leader from
Moscow resumed the thesis that the West has been
trying to weaken Russia and bring it to its knees since
the fall of the Soviet Union.

Putin called on Ukraine to sit down for talks to end the
more than seven-month-long war, but warned sternly
that Russia would never surrender control of the
Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia regions.
 
Putin said the West had broken its promises to Russia
and had no moral right to talk about democracy, and
that the countries of the West were acting as the
imperialist states that they had "always been." He said
that the incorporation of these four regions "is the will
of millions of people" and that it is "their integral
right" as provided for in the UN Charter.
 
Ukraine and the West have denounced the fake
referendums and said they will never recognize their
legitimacy.
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The leaders of the 27 member states of the European
Union, including the presidents of France and
Romania, but also the chancellor of Germany, as well
as the president of the European Council and the
president of the European Commission, adopted on
Friday, September 30, a joint statement in which they
firmly reject and condemn unequivocally Russia's
illegal annexation of the Ukrainian regions of Donetsk,
Luhansk, Zaporizhzhia and Kherson. Likewise,
Emmanuel Macron, Klaus Iohannis, Olaf Scholz and
the other leaders warn that Russia endangers global
security, including through nuclear threats which they
say "will not shake the EU's determination to stand by
Ukraine".
 
At the same time, European leaders state that they will
never recognize the illegal "referendums" that Russia
has set up as a pretext for this new violation of the
independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of
Ukraine, nor their falsified and illegal results, and that
they will not they will never recognize this illegal
annexation.
 
"The EU, including Romania, does not recognize and
will never recognize the illegal "referendums" that the
RU organized, flagrantly violating the independence,
sovereignty and territorial integrity of Ukraine. We call
on all states and international organizations to reject
this illegal annexation. The European Union, including
Romania, is firmly with Ukraine. We will continue to
provide Ukraine with strong economic, military, social
and financial support," President Klaus Iohannis said
in a message on Twitter accompanying the joint
statement adopted by EU leaders.
 
On the same note the Georgian President Salome
Zurabishvili condemned the forceful annexation of the
four Ukrainian regions: “Formalizing sham
referendums to support a blatant violation of
international law and forceful annexation has no
legitimacy, [and] no future,” she emphasized. “We
reject such gross violations of international law and
reiterate our full support to Ukraine’s territorial
integrity.”

The President of the Republic of Moldova joined the
international community of leaders on Friday in
condemning Russia's illegal annexation of four
regions of Ukraine partially controlled by the Russian
armed forces as part of the military aggression that
Moscow launched on February 24.
 
"I strongly condemn and reject Russia's attempt to
illegally annex the occupied regions of Ukraine
following fictitious votes held at gunpoint. Donetsk,
Luhansk, Kherson, Zaporizhia and Crimea belong to
Ukraine", said Sandu, in a post on Twitter.
 
"The support of the Republic of Moldova for the
sovereignty and territorial integrity of Ukraine
remains unwavering", she continued.
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Regions by the Russian FederationRegions by the Russian FederationRegions by the Russian Federation
   

The Experts for Security and Global Affairs Association (Romania), together with its partners, Promo-LEX
Association (Republic of Moldova), European Initiative Liberal Academy Tbilisi (Georgia), and Ukrainian
Institute for International Politics (Ukraine), expresses its condemnation of the strongest terms, of the decision
of the President of the Russian Federation, Mr Vladimir Putin, to decree the annexation of the territories
occupied by the Russian army as a result of the outbreak of the full-scale war against Ukraine. This war is
unjustified and without any legal basis.

Recognizing the results of the so-called referendums for independence and joining as legal subjects of the
Federation, the new territorial configuration of Russia represents a serious violation of the norms of
international law, as they are stipulated in the UN Charter, which demonstrates the fact that the power policy
from Moscow acts to the detriment of international order and peace.

Forced territorial annexation, revisionism and ethnic cleansing are elements of the past that Mr Putin is
reviving as state policy for the Russian Federation, turning his own country into a pariah of the entire
international architecture. In addition, we believe that the entire military and political leadership of the Russian
Federation is guilty of war crimes and crimes against humanity, the atrocities committed by Russian soldiers
under the command of their superiors being widely documented by the international community.

Concomitantly, we express our deep concern about the effects of Mr Vladimir Putin's war against Ukraine and
the Western world, the food, economic and energy crises generated by this conflict affecting the lives of billions
of people.

Our partners and we reiterate our support for the territorial integrity of Ukraine, for the political and social
order of this state, and for the right of Ukrainian citizens to decide for themselves their alliances, the way in
international relations and dialogue and cooperation partners. Thus, we consider that the act of the President of
the Russian Federation today cannot produce legal effects at the international level, as the annexed territory
belongs de jure to Ukraine.
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The content of the Newsletter is the sole responsibility of the ESGA Association and does
not necessarily reflect its partners’ views.

 
The project benefits from support through the EaP Civil Society Forum Re-granting

Scheme (FSTP)to Members and is funded by the European Union as part of its support to
civil society in the region. Within its Re-granting Scheme, the Eastern Partnership Civil

Society Forum (EaP CSF) supports projects of its members that contribute to achieving the
mission and objectives of the Forum. 

 
Grants are available for CSOs from the Eastern Partnership and EU countries. Key areas of
support are democracy and human rights, economic integration, environment and energy,

contacts between people, social and labour policies.
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